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ABSTRACT

The problem of determining the minimal deviation from

the ideal scheme in a measurement, compatible with the

existence of additive conserved quantities, is reconsidered.

In the ea3e of the measurement of a spin compo-

nent of a spin-i particle, we re derive in a simple and

rigorous way the bound previously obtained by Yanase.

The procedure allows the derivation of definite equa-

tions characterizing an optimal measuring apparatus.

k detailed discussion of the possible malfunctioning

of the apparatuses is also given.

1. Introduction.

In nature there are invariance principles which are

thought to be valid for any type of phenomena: in partic-

iAar they must then govern also the interaction between

the quantum systems and the measuring apparatuses. Asso-

ciated with invariance there are conservation laws and,

from the point of view of the quantum theory of measure-

ment, , an important role i s played by the additive

conserved quantities. In fact, as well known , the

existence of additive conserved quantities puts severe

limitations on the quantum measurement processes. In

particular, any quantum mechanical observable.which does

not commute with the operator representing am additive

conserved quantity (at least when this operator la bounded*,

see e. g. ref. 3 , can be measured only in an "approximate"

way. The argument leading to this conclusion, in the case

in which the measured operator M constitutes by itself a complete

set of commuting observ^bles, can be sketched as follovs. Let

M l«> = *n l«"> (I'

be the eigenvalue equation for M, [(->«>} being a complete

orthonormal set In the Hilbert space it* of the measured

system. The Ideal measurement scheme 5 ' assumes then the

existence of a normalised state|A,>in the Hilbert space

"Jl* of the apparatus and of a unitary operator U o f

Jt*«K.' i representing the effect of the system-apparatus

Interaction, such that

U | A 0 « > = IA W «> , U.

where \HJ} are the final states of the apparatus and are
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assumed to be eigenstatee of an observable whose further

detection yields the desired information about the result

of tbe measurement. It ia now easy to prove, by taking

into account the orthogonality of the states IA ̂ correspond-

ing to different resulte of the measurement, that the exls-

teoa« of an additive conserved quantity

rA+rs= r = u+nu a.3>
of the system plus apparatus contradicts eq. (1.2), unlesB

n commutes with P* (and therefore with D . In fact

(1.4)

= 0

00 that

- 0. . (1.5)

If (1.^) i s not true,r1 cannot be measured according to the

ideal scheme (1.2) . We must then resort to a more general

measurement scheme.

The above remarks are relevant from a conceptual point of

view and show, for instance, that one cannot have an ideal

measurement process for the Bpin components of a quantum

system. To resort to a non-ideal measurement scheme means

to introduce finite probabilities of getting a wrong or

ambiguous answer, or elee of altering the state of the

system even when i t i e init ial ly in an elgenstate of the

measured quantity. One ie then faced with the problem of

investigating bow small these probabilities can be made.

It hao been pointfccf out that the malfunctioning proba-

bility can be made very small provided |A»> contains n

large amount of the conserved quantity I'>2'> ; In particular,

Yanaae "̂  has dealt with the problem of determining, in the

case of the measurement of s, spin component of a epin-i.

particle, the minimum probability for the malfunctioning

of the apparatus consistent with a given mean value of the

squared conserved quantity, obtaining the result that such

a minimum probability is inversely proportional to this

mean value. The derivation of ref. T, however, require*

& very cumbersome playing with the angular momentum compo-

nents of the apparatus statea. Moreover, the derivation

involves a treatment of tbe values of the angular momentum

components as continuous variables, an assumption whose

implications are not clear, since for physical reasons low

angular momentum states must be present In the apparatus.

In this paper we reconsider this problem. In section 2

we discuss, making reference to the case of a epln--j-

particle, the physical meaning of the various terms appearing

in a non-ideal measurement scheme. The main part of the

paper Is section 3, where, using symmetry considerations,

we rederlve the Yanaoe bound In a simple and rigorous way.

The method allows to obtain the equations characterizing

an optimal meaeurlng apparatus. Thle is done In section 4«

-3-
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2. Hon-ideal measurement Bchemea.

Let us focus our attention on the case of the measurement

of the third component of the epin S of a spin-y particle.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of S, satisfy the equa-

tion

S j l u ^ ^ t ^ * l u t > . (2.1)

Let L "be the angular momentum of the measuring apparatus.

Since S4 + L4 and il + Ll are conserved and 5j does not commute

with S, and Sz) It follows that Ss cannot be measured according

to the ideal scheme

0 | Ao«.*> = lA±u-±> , (2.2)

This can be seen moist directly by noting that, since S, +

is conserved, one must have

But the 1. h. a. of eq. (2.3) ! • equal to Vi while the

r . h, s., using eq. (2.2), turns out to be zero. A similar

contradiction ifl obtained using 5t+lx ia place of S4-« LA .

Quite in general we can write, in place of (2.2),

U l A . u ^ r r |* ± u t >+ | t t«.-> , (2.4)

with U t> and l£4> properly defined states of the apparatus.

ObTiovsly,- since at the r. h, s. of (2.4) the most general

state of 1t'»Jt* appears, eq. (2-4) is certainly compatible

with the existence of additive conserved quantities. However*

If we want that ths evolution given byj.(2.4) corresponds to

a reasonable description of a> measurement, we have to make

specific assumptions, on the states W*> and l£*> appearing

in It. To thie purpose we assume that the two state* l*±">

differ very l i t t l e from two states |A*> and |A.^ of the

apparatus which are eigenstates belonging to different

eigenvalues of an apparatus observable «/t, so that <A.lA+̂ = 0.

Isolating the parts of |*t> orthogonal to |Aj^ respectively,

we can write

1*S>-,|AiV Ui>. (2.5)

Xn order that (2.4) be an acceptable basis for the

description of a measurement, we must as sura e that the norms

°? H±> a n d U+> a r e much smaller than the norms of t At^.

We rewrite (2.4) by isolating for each state appearing in

it the components on | A+^, (A_">» and the orthogonal ones.

We have ' '

UIA.

1V- «•>ui A. *-> = I A- *->

where the upper Indices +, -, ', of !̂ _> and lt> refer to

the components on \ht~yt |A_>»
 and on the manifold orthogonal

to both of them, respectively. As already stated all terms

except lA + *+>and IA_»-> In eqs. (2.6) are assumed to have

a small, norm. Since the r,.Jh. eides of eq.e. (2.6) have unit

norms, the apparatus rsetors tAt>aloo bar* unit norms up

to terms of the order df the squared norms of the t *&d T\

vectors. The Ideal measurement scheme, which is forbidden

by angular momentum conservation, corresponds to putting

equal to zero all terms at the r. h. sides of (2.6) except

the ones containing \KJy and |A.> . We note that while in

the ideal scheme the state of the system, when it is in an
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eigenatate of the measured quantity, is not modified by the

measurement process, in (2.6) there are terms which correspond

toth to a final state of the system which is the eame as the

initial one, and terms in which the state of the system is

changed. With reference to this fact we cay that the measure-

ment process In distorting whenever the final etate of the

measured system can be different from the initial one. Thus

the | terns are associated with distortions, while the i\

teras do not introduce distortions.

A3 we have recalled previously t the information

on the system is obtained by measuring, after the interaction

causing the time evolution described by U. the apparatus

observable <fl> .. The result of the measurement is "ths third

spin component is + H/S." whenever the apparatus is found 1B

the state !A«.>; it ie "the third spin component is-+i/l"

whenever the apparatus is found in the state lA->. It is

seen that, according to the Bcheme (2.6), the £ and T\, terms

which have different upper and lower signatures give riae

to a non-zero probability of getting a wrong result. Further-

more, due to the primed terms, there is a non-zero probability

that the apparatus is found in an eigenatate of </L different

both from IA+*> and from IR_>. In this case the experimenter

gets n,o answer from the measurement. Summarizing, the terms

in (2J6) responsible for the various possibilities ares

correct answer - | A + u + > , | A. «~>|tfc* *-> > 111 *•> J

wrong answer - K ; u.+> , |«it «._>, \l^ u.J> , |fctn+>;

no answer - primed £ and ̂  terms.

Ws note that the presence of distortion and the possibility

of wrong answer or of no answer are quite Independent.

The above discussion about tlw |HNM&M* IBTHMHI tiaBttvf- vf *•» apjs»»-.

ratus refers to the case in which the apparatus is used only to obtain

information about the states of the system before the measurement pro-

cess. However, in quantum mechanics, there is a second use of a measu-

ring device which is of <*reat importance, i.e. the apparatus ia very >*.

often used to prepare a definite quantum state for the measured systemi"

If the measurement takes place according to the ideal scheme, the appa-

ratus can be used both to measure and to prepare the system. As already

discussed, when we use the apparatus simply to measure the third compo-

nent of the spin, the states with different upper and lower signatures

and the primed terms are related to a malfunctioning of the apparatus

with respect to the use we are making of it. On the contrary, when the

apparatus is used to prepare a state, the terms which are responsible

of the malfunctioning are (£.+ > ,\IZ> and !ei> ,|el>. Tn fact for th*$'

first two we would get a wron^ answer for the state of the system after

the measurement, while the remaining two give, as previously, no answ»r.

For the now discussed reasons it is appropriate to consider as rela-

ted to a malfunctioning of the apparatus all terms in eq.(2.6) exceptj|$B

made for the two terms |A+<j+>and (A.U-> corresponding to the ideal

functioning. We will then define as a mpnsure of the malfunctioning

the total amount of non-ideality t* as given by the eura of the squared

norms of all terms in eq.(2.6) except thoae corresponding to the ideal

scheme. It is al3o useful to define the total amount of diatorsion e*

as the sum of the squared no r-ms of all the £-terms in eq.(2.6).

In the next Section we will be interested in getting a bound for

the total amount of non-ideality. To derive the bound we will firstly

derive a corresponding bound for the total amount of diatorsion.

Before concluding this Section we want to stress that the presence

of the distorting terns in.C.V.4) is essential to overcome the contra-

diction with the conservation law. In fact, if all the terras C are

zero, inserting eq.(2.4) into eq.(2.3) we get

jfc/2. = <oU «+>*/& . (2.7)

-7-
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There fo l lows <OL\<X+>*-\ , implying | t>O • !«+> , which •. r -v.-.r-ird if the

apparatus has to allow the identification of the different ini t ial sta-
tes of the system. A similar argument cannot be developed for the i^
terms,which could be dropped without any apparent contradiction.

3. Lower bounds for the malfunctioning of the apparatus.

This section ie devoted to the rederivation of the Yanaae
bounds in a staple and rigorous way. We make use of the
general measurement scheme (2,4). The problem to be faced
i s to make as small as po • >ljle the amount of distortion

i l = <MU> + «-<£-> , (3.1)

compatibly with the conservation law for the total angular

momentum S + L. Dae to the fact that U is an operator of

* * i its moat general expression is

where r; are the Fauli matrices and B, C; (1 = 4,1,3) are

operators of tt* . Impoaing rotational invarianoe, i. e.t

[U,S; + L;] r 0, l=<,t,3, (3.3)

we obviously obtain that 6 iB a scalar and the Cj's trans-

form like the components of a vector:

[B, L:] = 0 , (3.4a)

The unitarity condition UtUs^ gives

.B^B x l i C T C i = 4- , (3.5a)

6%+CjB + i I , - J « l l i J C t
l C l =O. (3.5b)

while UU+= \ gives similar relations where the dagger is

attached to the second operator in each term. We note that

(3.5a) implies that the operators B and C[ are bounded.

Inserting the expression (3.2) in eq. (2.4) we have

-9-

M.> = i-(fc-C,)|A.> , (3.6b)

f iC , ) | * .> i (3.6c)

|E_> = tl«-,-it t l |A.>. (3.6d)

Using the notation > = | A^ the parameter £l can be written

£l = 1 (<CTC4> + <cttt>)= ^ ( I I C ^ H O H 1 ) . ( 3 . 7 )

In order to find a lower bound for £ l we insert eq. (2.4)
into (2.3). We have

V * = [*/!)<*-!*•>+ <*-IL1J£+>+<t_|LlU+> + (*/l)<U£+>. (3.8)

Talcing the real part of eq (3.8) and inserting the
expressions (3.6) we find

Use of the commutation relations (3.4) gives

We can then write

and, using the Schwarz inequality,

(3.10)

(3.U)

(3.12)

-10-



Since for any given set of four positive numbers

it is a. \>+16$

(3.13)

Adding <L,CjC<L(>-» <L^CtC1L<> in the second square root
and using eqs. (3 .7) and (3 .5a ) , we find

(3,14)

Yrom eq. (3.7) we also get immediately

(«4Kt;c1>-r(3/4Xi;t1>S 1. (3.15)

From eq. (2.5), using <A_1AV>=Q and the Schwarz inequality,

we get

where

(3.16)

(3.17)

Therefore, keeping only the leading terms in both aides of (3*14)
i t follows that

Similarly, starting from the conservation of St+Lt , -we

would obtain

tl >, -t»l/i<L*> . (3.19)

Of course, in the case of full rotational invariance, the

more restrictive of conditions (3.18) ,and (3-19) must be

satisfied. The conservation of the third component of the

angular momentum does not give any limitation since 5}* Lj

commutes with the measured quantity.

It is seen from eqs (3.14) and (3.16) that the presence

of then terms does not change in an .essential way the lower

- 1 1 -

bounds for the amount of distortion. Obviously i f we define

the total amount of non-ideality

this quantity toa is larger than V/s<L*> and \i /

The value* of (3.18) and (3*19) are equal to those obtained

by Yanase in a completely different way in th« framework of a

measurement scheme without t̂  terms. We note that in the

previous chain of inequalities we have repeatedly increased

the r. h. sides. To keep the distortion as small as possible,

compatibly with the value of <L,> or <!-*>, we must require

that the equality sign holds in al l the equations. We will

discuss this point in the next section.

-12-
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4. Optimal measuring apparatus.

We shall now investigate which conditions have to be

satisfied in order that the lower bounds for the amount

of distortion obtained in sect. 3 be actually attained.

Of course, i f the two boundB are different, only the larger

one can be reached. Let us suppose that i t la the bound .'.

(3.18)* It i s easily seen that a necessary and sufficient

condition in order that the equality sign holds in eqs.

(3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) i s that

(4.1)

where p l 1B a real positive number. If eqe. (4.1) are

satisfied, we get in place of (3.14) the equation

If ws further require that

C,LJA.>= 0 ,

CLL<lA.> = 0 ,

recalling eos. (3-15) and (3*16), we find

(4.2)

(4.3)

> (4.4)

up to higher order infinitesimal quantities. But the eaua-

tions (4-1) and (4.3), as they stand, are incompatible *.th

the unitarity relations. In fact, from (3.5b) we have

B^CjB + iCtc,- i C ^ s 0. (4.5)

Multiplying this equation by <A,l on the left and L,IAe>

on the right and using eca, (4.1) and (4.3)• we get

«> + < 4 O = 0 (4.6)
1. e. £L=O , which Is absurd, as we know* However, since in

any case the result (4.4) should hold In the limit In wblo*

<L*̂  becomes Tery large, i t 1B seen that we can drop the

condition (4.3) substituting i t with the weaker condition

that the vectors at the 1. h. sides of eqs. (4*3) remain

finite when <L*>-*«" . Then the square rout in eq. (4.2)

shall behave like \/g< Lj> , so that again eq. (4.4) i s valid

up to higher order infinitesimal quantities.

The parameter p,1 appearing in eqa. (4.1) cannot have an

arbitrary value. In fact, substituting eqe, (4.1) into eq.

(3.7) and uBing eq. (3.5a) together with the result (4.4)

one gets

The equation (4.4) is 'deduced directly from the real par*

of eq. (3.8). We note that the equation coining from the

imaginary part of eq. (3.8) is verified to the same degree

of accuracy as eq. (4.4). In fact, taking the imaginary

part of (3.8) and using (4.1), one gets

0 = * t~<A_U+>

It is easily seen that the moduli of the two terms at the

r. h. a. are smaller than *(li| •» ̂ l) and li il , respectively,

farms of the same type have been neglected In (4.4)*

Summarizing, we have proved that, to make the total amount of

non-ideality e* small, one has first to choose an apparatus fttr

which the V terms are not present and the mean values <*-.<> and

are very large. Secondly, for ̂ iven values of 4.}>end ^t-»> , suppo

sing that <LJ> < < L | > , the minimum amount of distorsion,which now

coincides with the minimum amount of non-ideality, is obtained

when the operators 8 and Ci , which define through

-Ik-



IC/80/3U 1.231. FETKOV and M.V. STOITSOV: On a generalization of the Thomas-FenA
IHT.REP.* method to finite Fermi systems.

eq. (3.2) the evolution of the Bystem and the apparatus

interacting together, satisfy (up to higher order ternm)

the relations

CJA.> = BL,|A.>

Ct|A.> = i(*/KL*»C,LjA.>,
(4.9)

while the norms of C, LtlA4> and ^L^IA.^ remain email with

respect to / ^ L ^ • The measurement process gives then the

minimum of non-ideality compatibly with the conservation

of angular momentum and with the given value*, of < L4 y

and<L\>.
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